Certificates not needing Placement Testing

12/11/18

Students planning to complete the certificate programs listed below are not required to complete the Pre-Placement Tutorial or Placement Testing prior to beginning the program.

- Accounting-Enrolled Agent - Certificate
- Architectural Technician - Certificate
- Automotive Mechanics - Certificate
- Behavioral Health Services - Certificate
- CAD Technician - Certificate
- Civil Engineering CAD Technician - Certificate
- Culinary Fundamentals - Certificate
- Early Childhood Studies - Child Development Associate (CDA) Preparation - Certificate
- Fashion Design - Certificate
- Field Archaeology - Certificate
- Fire Science Academy Track - Certificate
- Fitness & Wellness Specialist - Certificate
- Fitness Professional - Certificate
- Human Resources - Certificate
- Industrial Technology Level 1 - Certificate
- Law Enforcement Academy - Certificate
- Medical Assistant - Certificate
- Phlebotomy - Certificate
- Revit Technician - Certificate
- Social Services - Community Health Advisor - Certificate
- Social Services – Basic Social Services - Certificate
- Social Services - Substance Use Disorder - Certificate
- Solid Works Designer – Certificate
- Truck Driver Training - Class A Vehicle Driver - Certificate
- Truck Driver Training - Coach/Transit Bus Driver - Certificate
- Vet Practice Assistant – Certificate
- Elementary Certification - Post-Degree Certificate
- Secondary Certification - Post-Degree Certificate
- Special Education Mild-Moderate Disability Certification - Post-Degree Certificate
- Special Education Mild-Moderate Disability Certification for Certified Teachers - Post-Degree Certificate

Note to staff: If you are working with these students, expire the placement hold by putting a GEN comment in SPACMNT which says “Student is in the [certificate name] certificate which does not require placement tests. Placement Hold is expired.”